Afghanistan Eyes Alternate Routes for Global Trade

President Ashraf Ghani has vowed to shift 80 percent of country’s international trade with Europe towards the new route that passes through Central Asian states and Turkey.

KABUL - Afghanistan has long complained about persistent delays in shipments via Iran and Pakistan caused by political uncertainty and alleged manipulations to force powerful neighbors to safeguard their own trade interests in the war-torn country. President Ashraf Ghani has served as the World Bank and coordinated a globally accepted model to rebuild broken states, promised his countrymen. Given his latest public address that he would achieve the same within his term in office, "Well writing, without threat from civil war, from now on, the Afghan Route will link us to the continent of Europe, the United States and Turkey," the president said.

The route is named after a previous generation Afghan traders who had enjoyed full control over Afghanistan’s global trade. Ghani said neighbors should not feel threatened by this move. "This creates an opening that we can use as well," he said.

There is already an international document (MOU) for the project.

KABUL - In fresh development, a two-member Afghan delegation visited China where the former government held discussions with Chinese officials, sources said. A leading Pakistan diplomat accused the Qureshi-led government in Pakistan of "choosing" the China-Lahore railway instead of the Kabul-Torkham line. The delegation, the sources said, had discussed issues pertaining to Afghanistan and the latest political situation in the region. It also quoted the AIP for Afghan-Chinese relations. However, no specific bilateral agenda was highlighted by the delegations, it was informed. Sources said that thinking about China’s role in Europe in the case of Afghanistan and kick-start the stalled recognition process. Quoting an unnamed official, the paper said it would be more in line with the overall policy.
Nagarhagan Teachers Get Plots Ownership

Jalalpur - At least 72 plots were distrib-
uted among hundreds of protesters to-ward the government for what they alleged activi-
ties that resulted in the killing of three peo-
ple. Some of the protesters were killed and wounded in the shooting.

At least 20 teachers from the Nagarhagan
community in the district of the area attended
the protest. The protesters demanded plots
for their children to build their own houses.

Additions, he pledged that the teachers' demand
should be resolved in the district.
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Let the World
Rest in Peace

Can modernization of nuclear weapon bring in peace and stability? Perhaps, the incomparability of nuclear weapons will bring about a "bicommunist" 
scenario, which illustrates vividness of its destructive nature. In the aftermath 
of using nuclear weapons, the most unlucky country will be ours.
11 Afghanistan: The main new trade route through Pakistan. According to the Afghan government, this route has been in operation for the past three years. Approximately 80% of all Afghan trade is transported through Pakistan. The main transport mode is trucks, and the volume of goods transported is estimated to be around 2 million tons per year. The main goods transported are cotton, wheat, livestock, and fruit. The Afghan government has been working closely with Pakistan to improve the security and efficiency of this trade route.

12 Pakistan: The government announced that it would be implementing a new visa policy for foreigners entering the country. Under the new policy, foreigners will be required to obtain an electronic visa before entering Pakistan. The new policy aims to streamline the visa application process and reduce bureaucracy. The government has also stated that it will be increasing the number of visa-on-arrival facilities available at airports and border crossings.

13 India: The government announced that it would be introducing a new policy for the distribution of gas cylinders. Under the new policy, gas cylinders will be sold only through authorized dealers, and the government will provide subsidies to low-income households. The new policy aims to reduce the black market in gas cylinders and increase access to clean cooking fuel.

14 Sri Lanka: The government announced that it would be implementing a new policy for the management of waste. Under the new policy, households and businesses will be required to segregate waste into different categories, and there will be increased penalties for non-compliance. The government has also stated that it will be investing in new waste management infrastructure and facilities.

15 Nepal: The government announced that it would be implementing a new policy for the management of hydroelectric power. Under the new policy, hydropower projects will be subjected to environmental impact assessments, and there will be increased regulations for the protection of the environment. The government has also stated that it will be investing in new hydropower infrastructure and facilities.
IS Seeking Bases inside Lebanon's Security Chief

KAWRASHI STAMAS ASMALI VARIOUSIsland in the southeastern Mediterranean, the Qassim mountains, 50 kilometers south of the border between Lebanon and Israel, is known as a favorite target for Israeli military operations. The island is considered a haven for the Lebanese military and is used as a logistical base for operations against Israel. The island is also the site of a major Israeli naval base, which is considered a key point of contention in the ongoing conflict between Israel and Lebanon.

Kashmir is a disputed territory between Pakistan and India. It is divided into two administrative regions, Kashmir Valley and Azad Kashmir, controlled by India and Pakistan respectively. The territory has been the subject of conflict between the two countries since 1947, and the issue remains unresolved.

Large explosion reported near Lebanon's security chief's residence

The explosion occurred near the residence of the security chief, who was reportedly at a meeting nearby at the time. The cause of the explosion is unknown, but it is believed to be related to the ongoing conflict in the region. The security chief was reportedly unhurt, but his residence was damaged.

Israel Mulls 'War Crimes' Suits Against Top Palestinians

JERUSALEM - Israel is considering filing war crimes suits against top Palestinian leaders, in a move that could escalate tensions in the region. The possibility of such suits is receiving increased attention as the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians continues to simmer. The suits could have serious implications for the future of the peace process and the prospects for a two-state solution.

Saudis Aramco opening in Iraq

BAHRAM - Saudi Arabia has announced plans to open an oil refinery in Iraq, a key development in the ongoing efforts to stabilize the region. The refinery is expected to be a major source of income for the Iraqi government and is likely to boost the economy. The opening of the refinery is also seen as a positive step in the ongoing reconciliation efforts in the region. The oil refinery will be located in the city of Basra, which has seen significant growth in recent years.

Saudis Aramco opening in Iraq

The decision to open the refinery in Iraq is seen as a positive step in the ongoing efforts to stabilize the region. The refinery is expected to be a major source of income for the Iraqi government and is likely to boost the economy. The opening of the refinery is also seen as a positive step in the ongoing reconciliation efforts in the region. The oil refinery will be located in the city of Basra, which has seen significant growth in recent years.

China's World's Largest Solar Power Plant

BEIJING - China's Lunan Solar Power Plant is expected to be the world's largest solar power plant, with a capacity of 300 megawatts. The plant is located in the desert region of Gansu Province, and is expected to come online in 2013. The plant is considered a major step in China's efforts to diversify its energy mix and reduce its dependence on fossil fuels.

Turkmenistan: Devalued Currency Raises Gas Price

ASHGABAT - Turkmenistan's government has devalued its currency, the manat, in a move that is likely to increase the cost of natural gas for consumers. The devaluation is expected to have a significant impact on the country's economic stability, and may also have implications for its relations with Russia, which is a major customer for Turkmen gas.

Pakistan: New Law to Punish 'Defamatory' Speech

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan has enacted a new law that could lead to the imprisonment of those who publish defamatory speech about the country's leaders. The law is part of a wider crackdown on freedom of expression in Pakistan, and has raised concerns about the government's commitment to upholding the country's democratic principles.
Pakistani Politicians to Visit Kabul on Ghani’s Invitation

President Ashraf Ghani has invited a number of leaders from Pakistan to meet with him in Kabul to discuss strengthening relations between the two neighboring countries and their mutual struggle against terrorism.

KABUL - The Afghan government has been encouraging the cooperation between Afghanistan and Pakistan in the fight against terrorism and securing their shared borders. The cooperation has been watched closely by both sides for decades.

According to Pakistani media, the meeting is expected to take place on January 9 and 10, with former Afghan President Hamid Karzai visiting Pakistan over 20 times during his presidency without any significant results. Experts have argued that support from Islamabad is the only way to achieve the Afghan security. (AP)

Ghani Sends Fact-Finding Team to Helmand

KABUL - The Afghan president, Ashraf Ghani, has ordered a special fact-finding team from the Interior Ministry to investigate allegations of corruption in the provincial capital of Lashkar Gah. The team is expected to return within a week.

KABUL - Afghanistan’s Interior Minister Abdul Rahman Rahim has ordered a special fact-finding team to investigate allegations of corruption in the provincial capital of Helmand. The随时随時 the team is expected to return within a week.

ANSF to “Sacrifice Their Lives” to Ensure Citizens Safety

KABUL - The Afghan government has tightened security measures in border areas to prevent militants from entering or exiting the country. The government has also imposed curfews in some parts of the country.

KABUL - The Afghan government has imposed curfews in some parts of the country to prevent any possible militant threats. The curfews have been imposed in the night, and penis in other parts of the country.

Kabul - The Afghan government has announced that they will be imposing curfews in some parts of the country to prevent any possible militant threats. The curfews have been imposed in the night, and penis in other parts of the country.